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Accumulation while dynamically balancing
production flow... AMAZING.
This stainless steel constructed plastic belt conveyor was designed
for accumulating flat or low in height product. This particular system
was designed for a raw food product but the concept can be used
for many applications.
When the downstream process pauses, the accumulation system is
activated and receives product from the upstream transport
conveyor to allow the upstream machines to empty, or to continue
their process for a limited time.
The initial decline noser of the upstream conveyor transfers
product onto the shuttle accumulation conveyor which extends to
absorb the flow of product even though its belt is not running. Once
the downstream is again ready to receive product, the shuttle
accumulation conveyor retracts and its belt is powered on to
discharge product off of the accumulation conveyor, onto the
downstream transport conveyor.
The shuttle accumulation design was made for accumulating mass
flow or single file product by extending and retracting a secondary
accumulation conveyor located between transportation conveyors.
By extending and retracting the secondary accumulation conveyor,
one effectively expands and contracts the conveying surface
dynamically, balancing production flow and/or giving the ability to
clear out upstream equipment when downstream equipment
experiences outages.
Benefits or Variations:
The same unit could combine both dynamic accumulation
and clear out modes of operation.
Different lengths or have multiple levels can be
incorporated to increase accumulation values.
The advantage that this system has over conventional inline
conveyor systems is the ability to dynamically accumulate
product and clear upstream equipment under downstream
outage conditions.
Other configurations can be provided where a product could
accumulate on a retract stroke and not be limited by
product height.
Application could include bakery, confectionary, other food
products - either packaged or unpackaged - as well as
many other industries.

Have a blessed
Thanksgiving
It is always appropriate at this time of
year to thank you, our valued
customers and business associates,
for your continued support of MultiConveyor. We are in complete
appreciation of your dedication and
will continue to serve you with the
utmost engineering and design
excellence, manufacturing the quality
products that you deserve. From the
entire staff at Multi-Conveyor, may
you and yours have a safe and
blessed Thanksgiving holiday.

PLAN AHEAD!
ATTNED THE SHOW ON US COMPLIMENTARY BADGES!
Multi-Conveyor will be exhibiting at
Pack Expo East in Philadelphia,
February 2015, in Booth 818. We
will be promoting the latest
technology in sanitary,
pharmaceutical and food grade
conveying systems.
Our complete array of products can
be found on our web site. However,
we are not limited to those products.
We specialize in customization for
our clients. Bring it on... we can help.
Go ahead and sign-up for the show,
compliments of Multi-Conveyor.

